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INTRODUCTION

During the period 23rd May to 17th October, 1951, 

a detailed geological survey was made of the Minnitaki Lake 

property of Conecho Mines Ltd. The claims lie in the greenstone 

belt in which are located the Newlund and Windward Mines to the 

south-west and the Lewis and the San Antonio (formerly Central 

Manitoba) Options to the eastward. This favourable environment 

suggested thorough exploration by geological mapping and a 

prospecting team.

The property consists of 59 unsurveyed claims 

numbered Pa. 12002 to Pa. 12055, inclusive, and Pa. 12649 to 

Pa. 12653, inclusive, located in unsurveyed territory, about 

six miles due south of the town of Sioux Lookout, in the District 

of Patricia, Ontario.

Of the total 59 claims the land protion of 43 is 

covered by the present geological survey, namely;- Pa. 12002 - 

13; 12015 - 36; 12038 - 41; 12054 - 5; 12649; 12651 2. A 

magentometer survey by Koulomzine and Geoffrey was conducted on 

the remaining 16 water claims in the winter of 1951.

Access to the property is by water, from Sioux 

Lookout via Pelican Lake, Abram Lake and North-East Bay. No 

part of the property is more than one-half mile from water.

TOPOGRAPHY, DRAINAGE, TIMBER

Abut one-half of the property is land, with claims
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th* period 2^A ?fcy to I?th October, 1951, 

a detailed geological surrey was r̂ .C.3 of feha Minnitaki Xake

property of Coaecho Mines Ltd. The dales lie in the greenstone
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bslt In vhich are located tba Fcvluad and Vinduard Mines to the

•outh-weat and the Lewis and the San Antonio (fonerly Central - 
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of Patricia, Ontario.
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13; 12015 - 36; 12Q38 - 41; 12054 - 5; 12649; 12651 -2. JL 
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part of the property is core than one-half olie froa water.
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Pa. 12042 to Pa. 12053, inclusive, Pa. 12014, Pa. 12037 and 

Pa. 12650 being entirely water claims. Of the land surface/ only 

some ID-20% is outcrop. Moss and glacial drift is generally 

heavy, while a large swamp area covers the north-west portion of 

the property. A prominent 80 ft. east-west ridge parallels the 

lake shore on Pa. 12038 - 12039 - 12040 with drainage to the 

northward. On claims Pa. 12008-12009, broad north-east to 

south-west hills up to 150 ft. in height were found. The area 

to the east and south-east of Troutfish Bay is low and generally 

dry with only occasional swamps.

The north and central portions of the property are 

well wooded, while the south-west area is but sparsely covered 

by alders, poplar and birch. A variety of evergreens and 

deciduous trees are represented on the property, being chiefly 

spruce, jackpine, poplar and birch. In general, they are second 

growth with large areas of tangled windfalls, scattered over the 

length of the property. Exceptions are spruce and jackpine stands 

on Pa. 12034 and Pa. 12002 - 12651 and some white birch on 

Pa. 12649 - 12018 and Island #274. Evidences of timber cutting 

were found only on Pa. 12034.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

All base and section lines were laid out by

Brunton compass, with correction made for a 5 deg. east magnetic 

declination. Lines were chained and marked at 100 ft. intervals.
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to P .A. 12053, iaslui*,v; 0 t', .. l/tfl*, P.A. 1?;OJ? nad 
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scoae 10 - 20# is outcrop. Most, aod #;lfccial dvift is generally 
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the property. A proaincat 80 ft. t-a i'c-v^ i'i ^d^o pnznllela the 

Uka thore on P .A. 12038 - 12039 - 12&0 with drainage to the 

northward. On claiac P.A. 12008 - 12C09, broad nortb-e&st to 

•oath-west hills 19 to 150 ft. in height were found. The area 

to the mat and south-east of Troutfisb Bay lo lev and generally 

dry with only occasional ewanps.

The north and central portions of the property are 
veil wooded, while the soutb-weet area is but sparsely conrered 

by alders, poplar and birch. A -variety of evergreens and 

deciduous trees are represented on the property, being chiifly 

spruce, Jcckpina, poplar and birch. In genezal, they are second 

growth with la^ge areas of tangled rlcd&lls* scattered orer the 

length of th9 property. Exceptions are spruce and Jackpiae stand* 

on P.A. 120^1 and P.A, 12002 - 12651 nod some *hite birch on 

F^i. 12649 - 12018 and Island #2?4. Evidences of tiaiber cutting 

were found only on P.At .V

SUR?BT FROCEIUnE
i

All base and section lines were laid oat by 

Brunton compose ̂ with oorrection sado for a 5 dag. east magnetic 

declination. lines were chained and carked at 100 ft. intervals;
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Although proliminary plans had been to contract 

the line cutting for the survey, upon starting the season it was 

found that experienced line cutters were not available for either 

contract or day labour. Consequently, it was necessary to employ 

inexperienced labour of a comparatively inferior quality. This, 

combined with windfalls and heavy scrub-growth, made cutting of 

lines slow and tedious.

Due to the large area and the shape of the property, 

five base lines were laid out. Numbers l, 1A and the west 

portion of No. 2 were cut by Koulomzine Geoffrey K Co., for 

geophysical purposes. The west portion of No. 2 has a bearing of 

S 97 der, w. No. 3 has an east-west bearing and disects the 

property. To parallel the topography and regional strike, No. 4 

was cut on a bearing of N45 deg. E and traverses the northern 

claims. South of No. 2, section lines were turned off at right 

angles at 300 ft. intervals to conform with Koulomzine's lines 

while north of No. 2 at 400 ft. intervals.

Mapping was done in the field by traversing the 

picket lines and locating topographical and geological features 

by means of scaled points on sketch sheets. Wherever possible, 

paced traverses were run between picket lines to locate further 

outcrop. The imformation on the sketch sheets was transferred 

daily to corresponding work maps at the base camp. The southern 

third of the property was mapped in considerable detail, to 

endeavour to confirm, in view of developments on Neepawa Island 

the favourable structural interpretation of Koulomzine and Geoffrey's
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geophysical survey. All mapping was done at the scale of

l" a 100 ft.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The main features of the regional geology as 

shown on Provincial maps of the area, comprise a north-east 

trending belt of infolded Keewatin volcanics and sediments about 

15 miles wide. Large areas of granite and.related rocks are 

found to the north and south as well as intruding the belt 

itself.

There is a disagreement as to whether the sediment 

ary rocks are of Pre-Algoman age, or Keewatin age and 

consequently contemporaneous with the volcanics.

GENERAL GEOLOGY OF CONECHO PROPERTY

The Minnitaki claims group of Conecho Mines is 

located within the middle band of greenstones, extending north 

from the assumed greenstone - sediment contact on the south for 

approximately three miles. The gold-bearing zones of Echo and 

Pickerek townships, some 20 miles to the south-west, occupy a 

similar position in the belt. The Neepawa Island gold showing 

is immediately east and the Lewis Option is about two miles to 

the north-ease.

All the rocks observed on the Conecho Property
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15 Biles wide, large areas of granite and related rocks are 

found to the north and sooth as well as intruding the belt 

itself.
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ary rock* are of Pre-Algaoan age* or Keewatin age and 

consequently contemporaneous witb the volcanics.
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-Cho Minnitaki dais* group of Conecho Mines is 
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from the assumed greenstone - sediment contact on the south for 

approximately three Biles. The gold-bearing tones of Echo and 

Pickerel townships, acme 20 idles to the south-west, occqpy a 

similar position in the belt. Os* Beepawa Island gold showing 
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are of Precambrian age. Wall exposed outcrops are confined

aminly to the northern portion of the property. Thich moss and

overburden hindered geological mapping and exploration in many

cases.

Table of Formations

Quarternary

Pleistocene:- clay, sand, gravel and boulders

Precambrian

Algoman:- porphyritic intrusives(quartz,
quartz-feldspar) 

diorite

Keewatin:- andesite (fine to coarse, carbonated
and porphyritized) 

pillow lava
agglomerate and tuff(unaltered and

porphyritized,)

Acid intrusives vary from fine to coarse grainedt
and contain varying amounts of quartz, feldspar and to a minor 

extent, carbonate. They occur as dikes or possible bosses. The 

former have apparently little lateral continuity. Observed 

strikes tend to follow either the regional pattern of about 

N 55 deg. E, or at an obtuse angle to it.

Lavas are basic to intermediate in composition 

and vary in texture from felsitic, through granular, to 

porphyritic. In general the regional strike is N 55 deg. E. 

with flow tops facing south-east as evidenced by pillow structure.

Agglomerates show considerable variety :n size of 

fragmentals, from tiny to 10 inches by 14 inches angular

ff-- . -I--,-
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lava* are ba*lo to intencediate in composition 

and vary in texture frqn felsitic, through granular, to 

porphyritic. In general the regional strike is 9 55 dag. S. 

with now tops feeing south-east as evidenced by pillow structure.

Agglomerates show considerable variety in else of 

fragmental*, frost tiny to 10 inches by 1^ Inches angular
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inclusions. They appear to vary from acidic to intermediate 

in composition and are porphyritized over large areas. Tuffs 

are mapped with the agglomerates and are generally localized in 

occurrence.

DETAILED GEOLOGY

PORPHYRITIC INTRUSIVES;- These vary in compostion from a

quartz to a quartz-feldspar. In all, nine exposures were found.

Where of dike character, strikes generally follow the regional

structure. Widths vary from 3 ft. to 30 ft., but, due to the

nature of the overburden, the amount of lateral continuity is

obscure.

Located on Pa. 12041, (map No. 2) is a fine

grained, grayish, east-west trending dike of unknown extent. 

Minor amounts of fine pyrite were observed disseminated through 

the intrusive. The presence of rust on the weathered surface suggests 

an iron carbonate in the composition.

Located in the north-east corner of Pa. 12009, 

(Map No. 7) is a quartz porphyry dike some 30 ft. in width. 

Numerous tiny quartz eyes are seen in a medium grey matrix, with 

finely disseminated pyrite and chalcopyrite throughout. Gold 

and copper assays resulted in very low values.

A coarse textured fairly basic, east-west

trending intrusive found on Pa. 12007 was mapped as a diorite. 

"Ghosts" of fledspar excedding i inch were soon. The texture
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PgHDSITgSt- Ibeso -vary in composition from a

quart! to a quarts-feldspar. In all. Bins exposures were found. 
Where of dike character, strikes generally follow the regional 
structure. Widths -vary fra 3 ft. to JO ft., but, de* to the 
nature of the overburden, ths aaoont of l&toral continuity is

located on PA. 12041, (Hep So. 2) is a fins* 
grained, greyish, east-west trending dike of unknown extent. 

Minor awountB of f is* pyrite were observed disseminated througi 
the Intrusive. Ba presence of rust on the weathsred surface suggests 

an iron carbonate in the composition.

Located in the north-east comer of PA* 12009, 

(fep Ko. 7) is a quarts porphyry dike SCM 30 ft. in width. 
HuBorous tiny quarts eyes are seen in a ntdloa grey Matrix, with 
finely ditsooimted pyrite and chalcopyrite throughout. Gold 
and copper assays resulted in very low values.

A coarse textured fairly basic, east-wast | 
trending intrusive found on PA. 1200? was napped as a diorite0 v 
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is most evident on the polj shed and weathered surface where it 

presents a mottled appearance. The north contact is irregular 

and blending, in contrast to the sharper and more regular south 

contact. Widths of the intrusive appear to increase as it 

enters the swamp to the south-west. To date, the strike of the 

dike is undetermined. The south contact is approximately 

vertical in dip. Some fine disseminated sulphides can be seen 

in the diorite and a concentration of raagnetitic in the north 

west portion of the exposed area. Overburden limited work in 

the vicinity, but an area 50 ft. by 150 ft. was exposed, open on 

both ends. Parallel tension fractures, striking N 30 deg. E were 

found, carrying quartz and pyrite and showing minro step- 

faulting.

ANDESITE;- The andesite varies from basic to intermediate in 

composition and forms much of the outcrop exposed on the property, 

For field mapping this type was sub-divided into fine, medium, 

coarse grained and carbonated lava, but it is now believed that 

the granular appearance is due to recrystallization. This type 

carries heavy localizations of magnetite on claims Pa. 12034 - 

12035 - 12040 - 12041 - 12008 - 12009. Felsitic to fine grained 

andesite commonly has very fine disseminated sulphides present. 

PILLOW LAVA;- Well formed pillow structure was found at two 

locations; the shoreline of Pa. 12040 and in the Pa. 12006 - 

12007 area. Pillows vary in size from 0.5 ft. by 1.0 ft. to 

3 ft. by 6 ft. and average is about 2 ft. in length. In most 

cases they are fine grained, have pale weathering with dark
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selvage edges and are relatively undeformed and unaltered. 

Occasional fine pyrite or magnetite was found at pillow edges. 

Many of the pillows are amygdaloidal, those on Pa. 12040 having 

abundant siliceous amygdules up to one inch in length. A 15 ft. 

amygdaliodal zone was found at 400 ft. E. L 26 N. Flow tops, 

having a south-east attitude, were identified on the northern 

claims by the abundance of spherules that were concentrated at 

pillow tops. Heavy overburden obscures the full width of the 

flows. Mapping of the pillow lavas on claims Pa. 12006  7 

(Map No. 6) suggests repeated narrow horizons with little 

lateral continuity.

AGGLOMERATE;- For mapping purposes, this type includes all 

pyrochlstics, from occasioned tuffaceous beds to inclusions 

measuring 10 inches by 14 inches. It is wide spread on the 

property, extending over large areas in Pa. 12013 - 12008 - 

12009 - 12024 - 12025 and on Island 1274. Deformation was noted 

only on the south-east end of Island 1274 where considerable 

east-west elongation occurs.

The agglomerate provide a relatively clear 

horizon from Pa. 12009 to Pa. 12013, in contrast to the 

apparent lack of continuity observed in both the andesite and 

pillow lavas. The bed has considerable thickness, up to 500 ft., 

and concentration of coarse fragmentals was noted near the north 

contact.

cont......
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REGIONAL METAMORPHISM AND ALTERATIONS

Metamorphism and alteration were found to be

chiefly confined to the northern claims (Maps 5-6-7) although 

some metamorphosed lavas were located on claim Pa. 12027 (Map 

No. 2). They consist essentially of porphyritized lavas and of 

carbonated lavas.

The porphyritination of the lavas has developed as 

: two types, manely; a porphyritic greenstone and what has been

, mapped as '"cube lava". The former is a greenstone with distinct
i
; growth of feldspar phenocrysts, varying in size from tiny to over 

j 1/10 inches in length. It was not observed in pillow lava,

; occasionally was found in an andesite, and reaches its maximum
j
j development in the tuffaceous agglomerate bed found on the north-
\
l east and central claims. In the case of the agglomerate, both

] the groundmass and the fragmentals are often porphyritized although
i
i the more acidic inclusions are only lightly metamorphosed.

The homogeneous character of the feldspar

superficially suggests either an intrusive body or a coarse, deep- 

seated phase of a thick lava flow. However, detailed mapping 

shows that the porphyritization may be due to other causes. The 

hypothesis of a gentle fold, having a north-west to south-east 

trending axis, indicates thermodynamic metamorphism accompanying 

the folding as the cause for the porphyritization.

The cude lava is relatively localized and does not 

reach the areal extent of the porphyritic greenstone described above.
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chiefly confined to tho northern clalra (Mips S-&-7) although 

BOB* Ketaswi-paoaed lavas ware located on dais P .A. 12C2? (Map 

Ho. 2). They consi&t essentially of porph?ritis*d lavas.and of 

carbonated lavas.

lae porphyritisation of the lavas has developed as 

two types, noaely; a porphyritic greenBtone and what has been 

napped as "cube lava". The former is a greenstone with distinct 

growth of feldspar phenocrysts, varying in sice from tiny to over 

1/10 inches in length. It was not observed in pillow lava, 

occasionally MIS found in an andesite, and reaches its wMrisasi 

development in the tuffaceous agglomerate bod found on the north- 

cant and central claims. In the case of the agglomerate, both 

the groozdzRss and the fragcentals are often porphyriticad althoegx 

the core acidic inclusions are only lightly mtastarphosed.

The hCQGgcBaoua character of the feldspar

superficially suggests either an intrusive bouy or a coarse, deep- 

seated phase of a thick lam flow. However, detailed sapping 

shows that the porphyritication s&y be due to other causes. To* 

hypothesis of a gentle fold, having a north-west to south-east 

trending axis, indicates thexmodynanic metamorphics accoBpanying 

the folding es the cause for the porphyritisation.

The ccbe lava is relatively localised and does not 

reach the areal extent of the porphyritic greenstone described above.
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It is postulated that a genetical relationship exists between 

the two types, with both owing their porphyritic character to 

recrystallization. It is suggested that at the time of the 

folding the porphyritic greenstone was rich in feldspar while 

the cube lava contained a relatively high percentage of 

carbonate. The cubes in question attain a maximum size of 

1/10 inch and, from fieldexamination of hand specimens, appear 

to be an iron carbonate. Where the cube lava has weathered, the 

surface is pitted and psuedomorphs of iron oxide are found.

The carbonated lava is a disseminated carbonate 

alteration of andesite and, with few exceptions, was found to 

be associated with structural movement   specifically the 

shearing and faulting found on the northern claims. In com 

parison with the cube lavas it is limited in extent, being 

found almost totally in association with zones of schistosity. 

Where these zones are intense, the uniform carbonate-alteration 

reaches its maximum degree. Some fine carbonate is found where 

cross-fractures have relieved regional stress.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Mapping of the Minnitaki claims has indicated

that major folding, faulting and shearing all occur within the 

property boundaries. Faulting of various proportions seems 

fairly wide-spread, while evidences of folding and shearing are
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the two typse, with beta cviog tksir pMjlj'ritia character to 

recrystallization. It is suggestfc-J tfcat at the tirs of the 

folding tha porphyritic greens tone *as rich in feldspar while 

the coibe lava contained a relatively high percentage of 

carbonate. Hfee cubes in question attain a arctiinm site of 

1/10 inch and, from field examination of hand speciusas, appear 

to be an iron carbonate. Where the cube lava has weathered, the 

surface ic pitted and peuedcnorpbs of iron oxide are found,

The carbonated lava is a disseminated carbonate 

alteration of andesite and, with Tow exceptions, ne* found to 

be aesoeiated with structural moresent — specifically the 

shearing and faulting found on the northern claim. In corn- 

par! s cm with the cube la-ves it is United in extent, being 

found alaoot totally in association with tones of schistosity. 

Vharo these sones are Intense, the uniform carbonate alteration 

reaches its raocisuo degree. Scce fine carbonate is found where 

cross- fractures have relieved regional stress.

GEQLOOY

Stepping of the MinnitaJd claim has indicated 

that najor folding, faulting and shearing all occur witMn tha 

property boundaries. laulting of TOrioos proportions sees* 

fairly wide-spread, while evidences of folding and shearing are

cont.
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f

mainly confined to the northern portion of the claims.

Such sparse information as is available on

the balance of the greenstone belt (M. E. Hurst, vol. XLI, part 

6, 1932) in this neighbourhood suggests the possibility that 

structures observed on these claims might be related to major 

regional deformations. These fall into two categories which 

are briefly summarized below and which (it must be emphansized) 

are largely conjectural in view of the lack of detailed data to 

substantiate them:

(1) The shearing associated with the Forster vein has bee 

shown by prospecting to the northward to be part of a strong 

zone of shearing, carrying north-east on a general strike of 

N 55 deg. E for at least one mile. Hurst, in his mapping, has 

shown agglomerates to the north of this line of weakness in very 

much the same relationship to it as those mapped on Conecho, to 

the south. This might be interpreted as representing an over 

turned synclinal or anticlinal structure with its axis represented 

by the above mentioned zone of shearing. In this respect it is 

important to note that mapping of the Conecho bed of agglomerates 

has shown it to be a wide horizon with strong lateral continuity.

(2) Of equal interest is the fact that the major fold 

evidenced by the agglomerate on claims Pa. 12009 - 12011 - 12012 

and 12013 repeats and lines up on a general axial basis with that 

indicated both in the northern greenstone-sedimentary contact 

on Abram Lake at Vaughan Mines? and also with the possible
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tha balssco of the grs-cnstyoa belt (H.5. Boret, vol. ILI, part 

6, 1932) in this nsigfe&oa&Qod nggactR the possibility tiat 

structure* obtarrcd OB those claJao night be related to cajor 

regional deformation*. Bate Jhil into too categories which 

are briefly smarised below and which (it snst be sopbasised) 

are largely conjectural in Tiaw of the IrnV of detailed data to 

substantiate them

(1) The shearing associated with the Foreter vein has been 

shown by prospecting to the northward to be part of a. strong 

tone of shearing, carrying north-east on a general strifes of 

H 55 dag. E for at least one nile. Burst, in his capping, baa
*

shown agglcmraates to the north of this line of wteJmese in rery 

such tho MJO relaticQzhip to it as t hoc e sapped OD Conecho, to 

the south. This might be interpreted as raproaenting an onrer- 

turnad oyacllral or anticlinal structure with its eada represented 

by the above xefiticoed sooa of shaariog. la. this respeot it is 

iaportant to note that mppisg of the Coneoho bed of agglcnerateft 

nets shown it to ba a wide horiscQ with strong lateral coatinoity.

(2) Gf eqoal interest is the feet that the •ajor fold 

erido&Md by the itgglaBerate on cUixs P.A. 12009 - 12011 - 12012 

and 12013 repeats and lines up on a general axial basis with that 

indicated both in the northern graensto&o-eediaeatary contact 

on Abraa lake at Vaughan Mines; and also with the possible
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change of strike in the southern greenstone-sedimentary contact 

in the vicinity of Ruby Island.

FOLDING : - The first sign of major folding was found in the 

attitude of the agglomerate bed located on Pa. 12009 - 12011 - 

12012 and 12013. Supporting evidence of this fold has also been 

found by detailed mapping of pillow strikes on claims Pa. 12006 - 

12007 and 12008. On claims Pa. 12007 - 12008 the pillows

strike within a small variance of east-west in contrast to the
i
l normal regional strike found elsewhere of N 55 deg. E. Although
j
l no strikes except that indicated by the agglomerate could by

] confirmed on the east limb, to the west a resumption to normal 
i
t strikes of the pillows were observed just off the property at 

l the south-west corner of Pa. 12005 and also the southern 

portion of Pa. 12013.

This folding can also be used to account for (or 

be supported by) the conflicting strikes observed in the south 

end of the property in the vicinity of claim Pa. 12027 (Map No. 2)

On Pa. 12002 a 10 ft. drag fold in a 25 ft.

shear zone was observed. Occasional minor folds over a few feet 

were found in poorly beddud tuffs.

FAULTING;- Although no direct evidence of major faulting has 

been observed on the property, topographical features and 

deduced evidence point strongly to its occurring with considerable 

frequency. The greater part of these faults appear to follow 

the regional strike of N 55 deg. E but there is sone evidence,
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KJLPIHB;- The first sign of cajor f aidli^ ties fouad in the 

attitude of the aerlooatate bad located ea P.A, 1203? - 12011 - 

12012 and 12013. Supporting erlSsxcd of thla fold has aloo been ' 

found ly datailed napping of pillow strikes on data* P.A. 12006 - 

1200? and 12006. On claim P,A. 1200? - 12008 the pillow* 

strike within a taall mrianc* of ea*t~weBt in contrast to the 

nonal regioml strike found elsewhere of H 55 deg. 5. Althoqgh 

no strikes except that indicated by the agglcserate could he 

confirmed ea the east liab, to the weat ft reranption to noxxal 

strikes of tha pillows ware observed Joot off the property at 

the Bouth-west corner of P .A. 12005 aud also the southeni 

portion of PoA. 12013o

This folding can. alco he wed to account for (or 

be exported ^7) the conflicting strilces cbserr^d in tha eonth 

end of tha property in the vicinity of clain P, A. 12027 (Hsp No0 2)

On P.A. 12002 a 10 ft. dreg fold in a 25 ft. 

•hear cone uaa observed. Occasional ninor folds over a few faet 

were found in poorly bedded tuffs.

t", Although no direct evidence of aajor faulting has

been observed on the property, topographical features and 

deduced evidence point strongly to its occurring with considerable 

frequency. The greater pa?t of these faults appear to follow 

the regional strika of M 55 deg. X bat there is son* evidence,

conto . . . . .
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such as the possible displacement of the agglomerate horizon on 

Pa. 12007, of a N 45 deg. W pattern as well.

A study of aerial photographs indicated several 

strong lineaments having a regional north-east to south-west 

trend possibly radiating southward from an area one-half mile 

north-east of the property. Field mapping showed that these 

lineaments were characterized by steep hills or cliffs. At two 

locations, on Pa. 12002 - 12651, there are 30 ft. depressions 

flanked by parallel cliffs some 40 ft. apart. These depressions 

are 400 ft. and 700 ft. long respectively. The eroded 

depressions and oxidized residual rock would indicate that 

considerable shearing accompanied the major faulting.

Two faults were indicated by topography on the 

southern claims (Map No. 2). One follows a marked depression at 

about N 45 deg. E from Pa. 12040 to Pa. 12019. A study of a 

horizon of pillow lava indicates a horizontal displacement of 

about 250 ft.

The second, having a parallel strike, is indicated 

by a low fault scarp just west of Harvey Narrows. Topographical 

features point to the possibility of these faults having 

considerable lateral continuity to the north-east.

Direct evidence of small scale cross faulting was 

mapped. On Pa. 12009, immediately north of the Hi Grade 

showing, a N 30 deg W, vertically dipping fault horizontally 

displaces a narrow acid dike for a distance of one foot. The
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P.A0 12007, of A S 45 eog. W pattern as

A stuity of Aerial photograph* indicated sevsnl 

strong lineaments having a regional north-east to south-vast 

tread possibly radiating southward Iron an arsa oaa-half nil* 

north-oast of the property. Held capping ihoved that those 

liaeameDte vara ch&zacterised \xy ttoop MllB or cliff*. At two 

locations, on P.A. 12002 - 12^51, there are 30 f,t. depretaiooe

flanked tyy pazallel cliff* *om* 40 ft. apart. These depreieioo*i . . - -
are 400 ft.; and ?00 ft. long respectively. 3he eroded

j

depressions and oxidiced residual rock would indicate that 

considerable shearing accompanied the najor faulting.

TWo fault* were indicated Ity topography on tha 

southern clalne (fep Ho0 2). One follows a narked depression at 

abort H 45 d-jg. E from P^. 120**0 to P^. 12019. A atu^r of a 

horixon of pillow lava indicates a horicont&l displaccoeat of 

about 250 ft.

Tho second, having a pozallel strike, is indicatad 

by a low fault scarp Just west of Rarvoy Harrows. Topographical 

features point to the possibility of throe fault* having 

considerable lateral continuity to the north-east.

Direct evidence of mil scale cross faulting vat 

napped. On P.A. 12009, inoediately north of the Hi Grade
.,- # - ' '^- --

showing, a D 30 deg W, vertically dipping fenlt horisontally 

displaces a narrow acid dike for a distance of one foot. The
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southern side of the fault has moved to the north-west in 

relation to the northern side of the fault. Some 1200 ft. to 

the south-west, along the strike of regional faulting, a N 65 deg. 

; W presumed cross fault has the same direction of displacement,
;?S": -

determined by a slickensided surface.

SHEARING;- Direct evidence of shearing and of schisting is 

? confined to the northern claims, where the former reaches a

width of 25 ft. Strikes tend to follow those of the region 

S with dips mainly vertica. Greatest intensity is noted in three
 '- '**V
 ; locations, namely; the Forster showing on Pa. 12002; on the 

edge of the swamp on the north-east corner of Pa. 12007; and 

the south-western portion of Pa. 12009.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

It has been previously noted that the northern 

claims are favourably located with regard to the structure of 

the greenstone belt. The geological survey has elerainated large 

areas of the property as unsuited for surface exploration (swamp 

and drift covered areas) as seen by the maps, and has indicated 

several zones deserving detailed mapping and more intense 

exploration.

The fine grained acidic dike on Pa. 12041, at 

the south end of Harvey Narrows, is believed to be part of a 

similar dike found at Base Line No. l and L 12 W. If so, this
'--%-i ' ' . ':-:: . -

 r. , . ' . ; ^H^,,--V o V'----
ifv cont.,....
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confined to the northern claim, where the f owner reaches a 
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locations, nutely; the Forster •bovine on PA. 12002; oa the 

edge of the swaop en the north-east corner of P.A. 12007; and 

the south-western portion cf PA. 12009.
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and drift covered areas) as seen by the cape, and ha* indicated

several tones deserving detailed sapping and

exploration. ! •.-....;; ^;0HiK:l
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would give a length of 500 ft. with a width in excess of 40 ft. 

A series of random ships taken over the exposure as one sample, 

returned a gold assay of 0.10 oz. Several quartz-filled one 

inch cross fractures were found and irregular hair-like pink 

fractures occur throughout the intrusive. Heavy drift and 

residual rock covers much of the dike, but it is believed to be 

worthy of further investigation.

 - The Forster showing is located in Pa. 12002

and consists of irregular, lenticular quartz in a 25 ft. wide 

shear zone. It strikes N 55 deg. E and the shearing has been 

traced for over 600 ft. to the south-west, however sometimes 

lacking quartz in association. The north end of the shear shows 

intense schisting and drag folding with introduction of massive 

quartz, disseminated carbonate, pyrite and minor sericite. The 

shear decreases in intensity, width and mineralization to the 

southward. Although the zone returned gold assays up to 0.12 oz., 

it was found to be sporadic and generally low.

The Diorite showing is located in Pa. 12007 and 

consists of a coarse diorite of undetermined area, cut at right 

angles by quartz-filled tension fractures, having a west dip of 

45 deg. - 55 deg. and striking approximately N 30 deg. E. In 

places smaller flat-lying stringers occur, giving the impression 

of a stock-work. These fractures show horizontal step-faulting 

up to 3 ft. in displacement. Mineralization consists of fine to 

i inch cube pyrite with the quartz, and fine pyrite and magnetite 

in the intrusive itself. Although scattered gold colours were
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found by pannig, extensive gold sampling resulted in a high of 

only 0.03 oz.

The WW showing is located in Pa. 12008 at 2100 ft. 

N on BL 4. The work there consisted of trenching and blasting, 

which exposed a total length of 130 ft. of quartz vei^, varying 

from 4 inches to 10 inches and pinching at the *^i s."* -;~.d. The 

vein strikes approximately north-south and dips from 45 deg. to 

60 deg. to the westward. The host rock is a basic, grannular 

greenstone. The wall rock for several inches is considerably 

altered by albite, cut by tiny, irregular quartz stringers and 

well mineralized with fine cube pyrite. Early sampling of wall 

rock returned gold assays up to 0.72 oz. Further detailed 

sampling over the length exposed did not substantiate these 

assays. However, the presence of some gold values and the 

location of the showing with respect to the structure of the 

area makes it worthy of future consideration.

The Hi Grade showing is located in Pa. 12009 at 

1100 ft. E between L 22 A-N and L 26 N. It consists of a series 

of narrow, quartz-filled, cross fractures at fairly wide-spaced 

intervals, striking about north-south and having flat dips of 

10 deg. - 15 deg. to the west. Visible gold varying from 

pin-point size to six inches in length was found. The host rock 

is a brittle, basic and granular greenstone, occasionally 

showing a slight carbonate alteration and having localized
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of narrow, quarts-filled, cross fiBCtures At fairly wide-spaced 

intervals, striking about north-south and hiving flat dips of 

10 deg. - 15 deg. to the west. Visible gold varying frow 

pin-point site to six inches in length was fcand* The host rock 

is a brittle, basic and granular ereormtons, occasionally 

showing a slight carbonate alteration and having localised
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concentrations of 1/8 inch cube pyrite or fine magnetite. The 

zone lies between, and is apparently under the structural control 

of, two parallel shear zones; striking N 63 deg. E, having a 

vertical dip and being about 210 ft. apart. Vein widths vary 

from 0.4 inches to 6.0 inches and contain considerable chlorite 

mainly on the contacts. Sparse magnetite and chalcopyrite were 

found in the quartz. Assays, showing no V.G. returned gold 

values up to 1.52 oz. and a grab sample with pin-points of V.G. 

returned a gold value of 4.40 oz. Prom sampling carried out to 

date, it appears that increased gold values occur with increased 

vein widths.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Minnitaki claims are well located with respect 

to structural features and other promising gold showings in the 

area.

Geological and structural features observed 

during the past season indicate that best possibilities of 

finding economic concentrations of gold may be had on the 

northern claims. In view of finds already made on them, and their 

location with respect to major folding and faulting observed in 

the area, greatest promise seems to lie on claims Pa. 12007 - 

12008 and 12009.

cont.
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Extensive sampling of north-east trending shear

zones found no value of economic importance, but where fractures 

or movement occurred at obtuse angles to the regional structure 

an increase in assay values resulted. It is felt that variance 

between the regional axis and the fold axis has resulted in 

deferential stress and a consequant tensional fracture pattern, 

in competant horizons as described above.

Considering this, it is recommended that the

predominance of future work could by concentrated on the above 

area. This may be divided into:

1st: A detailed search for further occurrences beyond those 

already found and

2nd: An effort to trace those now exposed towards the axis of 

the indicated fold in the hopes of finding stronger fracture 

patterns and higher gold values.

Some further work is also recommended on the

intrusive found on Pa. 12041. This could consist of stripping, 

possibly by hydraulic pump and further smapling to ascertain 

whether higher gold values could be obtained.

Respectfully submitted, 

TECHNICAL MINE CONSULTANTS LIMITED

D.C. Leggett, B.Se., P.Eng,

Toronto, Ontario
November 12th, 1951 E. Spancer.
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December 14, 1950.

MEMO

To: Mr. P. E. Younge. 
From: Mr. D. C. Leggatt.

Re: East Minnitaki Lake Claims

Holdings at the present tjme in this area consist of 
two groups optioned from C.W. Forster of 27 and 21 claims respect 
ively, and a group of 59 claims staked by us and owned outright. These 
three groups are all contiguous and cover an area approximately four 
miles long, north and south, by two miles wide. Outcrops are plentiful 
in all the area except the south fifth which is overlain by Minnitaki 
Lake.

The original purpose of acquiring this ground was to
obtain a North-South cross-section of the greenstone belt for prospect 
ing in the summer of 1951.

Anitcipation of possible favourable results was based on
the following facts:

1. Commercial gold values have been obtained by Central Patricia 
Mines in diamond drilling on their property just to the north 
east of this group. This drilling indicated an ore lense 150' 
long in a strong vein structure averaging a little bex-ter than 
half an ounce over three feet.

2. Commercial gold values have also been obtained in preliminary 
prospecting by Central Manitoba Mines on Noepawa Island, just 
east of the south end of the group. This is approximately three 
and a half miles south of the Central Patricia work.

3. On claim #11552 at the north end of the group of 27, a grab 
by the stakers of a mineralized porphyry ran 0.10 ounces.

4. A showing on claim #11562 was examined by the writer prior to 
optioning the group. A narrow quartz stringer had been stripped 
for about fifteen feet and grab samples of quartz and mineralize 
bleached wall rock ran up to 0.08 ounces.

5. In the vicinity of claim #11568, Mr. R. McCombe, Mining Engineer 
of Sioux Lookout, located a series of quartz-carbonate stringers 
and also a mineralized rhyolite. Grab samples of the latter ran 
$3.75.

6. These various exposures indicated a fairly widespread gold
deposition of varying intensity. As no intensive prospecting had 
ever been carried out on this ground, it appeared that such 
a campaign could by productive of interesting results.
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To: Mr. P. S. Young. 
Proa: Mr. D. C. Les

Rp; Eaat MlMJtoki Leka Claiitta.

Holdings at tho present tino ir* this area consist oi' 
two groups optioned from C. 17. Forstai* of 27 and 21 clci&s respect 
ively, and a group of 59 claims staked by us and owned outright. These 
Threo groups ore all contiguous and cover an aroa approzimtolj four 
miles long, north and south, by tvo tailos wide . Outcrops ara plentiful 
in all the aroa except the south fifth vhich is overlain by Minnitaki 
Lake.,

The original purpose, of acquiring this ground woo to 
a Kor bh~ South .croas-soction of the greenstone belt for prospect" 

in the ounaer *f 1951.ing

tha f
Anticipation of possiblo favourable results was bsujvd on
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3.

Coonerelal gold valuoa have been obtained by Central- Patricia 
Mines in diamond drilling on their property Jnct to the north* 
oast of this group. This drilling indicated an ore lense 150* 
long in a strong win structure averaging a little better then 
half an ounce over three feet.

Conaerolal gold valuaa have also been obtained In preliminary 
Prospecting by Central Manitoba. Hinee on Jfoepaua Island, just 
east of tho south end of the group. This is ipprax5.ma.tely three 

a half miles south of the Central Patricia nork*

5.

Cn clalB #11552 at tha north end of tho gvowp of 27, a grab 
by the stakera of a mineraliaed porphyry ran 0,10 ounces.

A shewing on claim ̂ 11562 was examined by the writer prior to 
optioning tho group. A narrow quarts stringer had been stripped 
for about fifteen feet and grab samples of quarts and mineral iaed, 
bleached vail rock rah up to 0.08 ounces.

In the viainity of olain #11568, Mr. R. UcConbe, Mining Engineer 
of Sioux Lookout, located a aories of quartc-oarbonate stringer* 
and also a ninaralizod rhyolite, drab samples of the latter ran

6. These various exposures indicated a fairly widespread gold deposition ~ ^~ 
of varying intensity. As no intensive prospecting had over been 
carried out on this ground, it appeared that ouch a campaign oould , t 
be productive of ihterestixtg results. '; ^ ̂
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It was on the basis of the above that acquisition of the 27 
claims was made and staking carried out.

Following the start of staking, developments on Neepawa 
Island became sufficiently favourable that the above mentioned 
group of 21 claims to the west of the ground being staked were 
optioned. This group covered the possible western extension of the 
favourable zone in which the Neepawa Island showings occurred, and 
also tied directly east of Ourgold Mines where earlier diamond drill 
ing had given interesting gold values.

Original work on the Neepawa Island showing had indicated an 
East-west strike. By the end of the discovery to be about N-35-W. 
It was consequently decided to prospect our ground in the vicinity 
of the projected strike in the hopes of making a find prior to snowfall.

Difficulty was had obtaining men due to the staking activity in 
the area, but on November 3rd, three men were sent out to establish camp. 
Unfortunately a heavy snow storm came up the night of the 5th, and it was 
found necessary to break camp on the 7th. , ?

During this time camps were set up and a picket line run from the 
Central Manitoba showing onto our ground to approximately a mile inland. 
This line intersected the mainland about the middle of the north portion 
of claim #12027. Some prospecting was done on island #274 and a few 
barren, narrow quartz stringers uncovered. Grab samples gave no values

Just after snow fell, I was informed that visible gold had been 
found in a quartz vein on the point of land on claim #12652 at the south 
end of our staking. My informant had not seen the showing and was only 
told that samples he saw came from there. This will bear investigating 
next Spring.

Claim Nos. 12002 - 12055, 12649 - 12653, a total of 59, will need 
to have tags placed on the posts by April 20th, 1951.

D.C.Laggett,
DCL/gp
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APPENDIX

Property; Claim Pa. 12002 - 12013 inclusive
Pa. 12015 - 12036 inclusive
Pa. 12038 - 12041 inclusive
Pa. 12649
Pa. 12651 - 12652 inclusive
Pa. 12054 - 12055 inclusive

Ownership; Conecho Mines Limited,
Suite 1922, 
44 King Street West, 
Toronto, Ontario

Survey by; Edwin Spencer, R.R. fi, Islington, Ontario
D.C. Leggett, P. Eng., Toronto, Ontario

Persons Engaged in Survey;

W. Berneaur, 222 South Algoma, Port Authur, Ontario
H. Lunmark, Wabigon, Ontario
W. Danio, Nakina, Ontario
Y. Savoie, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
S. Fracsar, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
M. Malowney, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
V. Robertson, Woodside, Manitoba
N. Anderson, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
T. Johnson, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
E. Spencer, R. R. fi, Islington, Ontario
D.C. Leggett, 40 Binscarth Rd., Toronto, Ontario

Covering Dates: May 22 to November 6, 1951
Amended 

Man Days: Line-cutting ana chaining - 236 215

Traversing, outcrop mapping,
geology - 135 156

Draughting, interpretation,
report , - 59 59

430 430



Property;

Surrey by;

Claims P.A. 12002 -- 12013 Inclusive 
P.A, 12015 - 1203o Inclusive 
P.A. 12038 - 12041 inclusive 
P.A. 126/49
P.A. 12651 - 12652 inclusive 
P.A. 3205?) - 12055 Inclusive

Conacho Mines Limited, 
Suite 1922, 
W King Street Wsat, 
Toronto, Ontario.

Edwin Spencer, B.R. #1, Islington, Ontario 
D.C. Legge tt, P. Eng., Toronto, Ontario

Persona Engaged in Survey*.

Covering .Dates; 

Man Ifrye;

W. Barneaur, 222 South Algoxa, Port Arthur, Ontario
H. Lunaark, Vbbigon, Ontario
V. Ibnio, Nakina, Ontario
T. Savole, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
S. Fraccar, Siotoc Lookout, Ontario
M. Malovney, Sioux Lockout, Ontario
T. Bobertson, Voodtlde, ManltoUi
D. Anderson, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
T. Jchnson, Sioux Lookout, Ontario
E. Spencer, B.H. ffi, Islington, Ontario
B.C. Lcgg:ett, 40 Blnacarth Ed., Toronto, Ontario

Hay 22 to Kovantoer 6, 1951 

Line-cutting and chainirg

Traversing, outcrop napping, 
geology

Draughting, interpretation, 
roport

- 236

- 135

- 59

430
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